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What summer and winter drinks do you know? 

What’s your favorite drink in summer/winter?


Which of these words do you know? 

Discuss the words with your teacher:


Read the text. What is it about? Which drinks are mentioned in the text?


Work in pairs. Imagine you and your partner are opening a drinks stand. Decide 
on what you'll sell (lemonade, juice, smoothies, tea, milkshakes, or flavored 
water). Write a short description for your sign (3-4 sentences) using the words 
from Exercise 2.



What are the ingredients for:
4 Mark the statements as True or False:



Kids in the USA prefer hot drinks in the summer.


Lemonade is made from lemons, ice cream, and sugar.


Smoothies are not healthy.


Milkshakes often have whipped cream on top.


Kids do not like flavored water.


nouns

water milkice cream

whipped cream

berriessugar strawberries

blueberriesyogurt

adjectives

sweet fresh

colorful

On hot summer days, kids in the USA love to drink cool and tasty drinks. One favorite is lemonade. It is made 
from lemons, water, and sugar. Sometimes, kids add ice to make it colder. Another drink they enjoy is iced tea. 
Iced tea can be sweet or not, and sometimes it has lemon and mint in it too. 



Some kids also like fruit smoothies. Smoothies are made with fruits like strawberries, bananas, or blueberries. 
They blend the fruits with yogurt or milk. Smoothies are not only cool but also healthy.



A fun drink for kids is a milkshake. Milkshakes are made with ice cream, milk, and sometimes chocolate or other 
flavors. They are very sweet and often have whipped cream on top.



Kids also enjoy flavored water. They add slices of fruit like oranges, lemons, or berries to water. It tastes fresh and 
looks colorful.



These summer drinks help kids stay cool and enjoy their summer days even more.


Lemonade ___________________________


Iced tea _____________________________


Smoothies __________________________


Milkshake ___________________________

Skills:

Teens Group

 Can give a short, rehearsed, basic presentation on a familiar subject
 Can identify specific information in simpler material they encounter.



Correct answers 

Generated in the “Lead-in activities” tool. 

Made in the “Create a text” tool.

Made in “True or False”.

Inspired by the “Lead-in activities” tool. 
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 False - Kids prefer cool drinks in the summer

 False - Lemonade is made from lemons, water, and sugar

 False - Smoothies are described as healthy in the text

 Tru

 False - Kids enjoy flavored water.


